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standard range tables, Both the projected range and straggliag in
the substrate are calculated.
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A(ARP2)being the contributionof the film of thickness d. The
contribution of the film to the variancein energy of the beam
entering the substrate may thus be calculated
by:

( )

Ion implantation through a thin film
is used quite frequently A(A@) = [aRT2(Eo,film) - A p ( E l , f i l m ) ] / &dE2
,
.
in semiconductor device fabrication processes.The thinfilm may
E1,film
serve as surface passivation, to prevent out-diffusion in subse(4)
quent process steps, or in order to locate the distribution peak
This
energy
variance
may
be
reconverted
to
a
componentof
at the interface. In somecases, the implantation is performed
by multiplyingit
by
(dR,l
through a thin metallic layer, which
is later used asa contact to stragglinginthesubstrate,
dE)&,substrate. Finally, the total straggling in the substrate may
the device. Such films affect the distribution profile in the {wbbe expressed as the rms value
of its components:
strate. Our purpose is to obtain an approximation to the implantation profile insuch acase, to be used in design for selection
AR, = [ARP2(Eo,film)- ARP2(E1,film)]
of film thickness, implantation energy, and fluence.
Often an ion implantation process step is planned assuming
a Gaussian distributionof implanted atoms in the substrate. 'The
A R p of the distribution 15 a
projected range Rp and straggling
function of energy are taken from standard tables[l],[2], calAll the quantities in this expression appear in the range table for
culated from LSS theory, for several combinations of ion and
the ion-film and ion-substratecombinations. The derivatives may
substrate. A natural approach to the implantation-through-a
i'ilm
be approximated by finite differences.
problem is to convert the film to a substrate-layer
of equivalent
no than the
thickness, and proceed normally with the ion-substrate contbi- The simplifying assumptions made here are worse
is
nation [3]. However, such a conversion cannot account for the initial and commonly made assumption, that the distribution
Gaussian. The errors thus introduced are
of the same order of
fluence, projected range, and straggling of the implanted ions
magnitude as those already present.
simultaneously.
We take a different approach. Assuming the resulting distri- The effect of a film on the resultant profile is important
bution to be Gaussian let us calculate each of the paramelers especially whenits atomic numberdiffers considerably fromthat
of the substrate. This effect is demonstrated by the following
separately, using the standard tables.
a
of 200
keV B+ intosilFirst, thefluence into the substrate
is found, noticingthat the numericalexample:Implant
number of ions stopped in the
film is independent of what follows. icon substrate through1000 A of gold. 2 X 1013 cm-2 remain in
E l = 104 keV. The
the gold, the rest arrive at the interface with
We find this number using tables for the ion-film combination,
is A and thestraggling
it the original final projected range in the silicon 3100
with theoriginal energyEo. We then substractfrom
if we simply say that
1000 A of gold
is 2400 A. On the other hand,
fluence to find the
fluence into the substrate.
2200 A of silicon, we arrive at the same
projected
Second, the average projected range in the substrate
is found are equivalent to
in the ion-substrate table, being the range
of an ion beam with range buta straggling of only 920 A.
In the case of an implantation into silicon through silicon
energy El. El is the average energy of the beam entering 1.he
ion- dioxide the effect of the film is lessimportant. For example,200
substrate after traversing the film, and
is found
it
from the
keV P+ through 1000 A of Si, will reach 1325 A into the substrate,
film table asfollows:
1) Find theprojected range R,(Eo,film) that theoriginal bemn with a straggling of 730 A. An equivalent layer of 1215 A of Si
would produce a straggling of 775 A. The numerical values in
would have in thefilm material if it was infinitely thick.
these examples have been taken from
[I].
2) Substract the mask thickness d.
3) Find E1 as the energy required for a beam to
havr a
range
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contribution of the mask to the final
straggling. Since the
ener;y
of each ionis a random variable affected by many independent
collisions, the variance of the energy distribution is the sum of
independent contributions. Assuming that the specific energy
loss is constant over the energy rangeof ions entering thesubNondestructive Determination of the Depth of Planar
strate, thevariance in energy is related
to thestraggling in range
p-n Junctionsby Scanning ElectronMicroscopy
by ~41:

4) If R, (Eo,film) 6 d, the final projected range
is R, (E0,filln)

JIM-YONG CHIAND HARRY C. GATOS
This assumptionis consistent with the initial one that the
di3tribution is Gaussian. Thus the squareof the straggling of a b e a n
as a sum of squares:
in the film material must expressible
be

-

ARP2(Eo,film)= A@(El,filrn)

+ A(AQ2)

(:!I

If the film thickness is larger than R,!Eo,film) the approximation
presented here does
not give the straggling In the substrate. Its extension
to such casesmust include higher moments.

Abstract-A method wasdeveloped for measuring nondestructively the depth of planar p-n junctions in simple devices as well
as in integrated-circuit structures with the electron-beam induced
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